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In jail, he begins writing his journals, to testify about his daily life 
and the evolution of his trial.

Yoann Barbereau is arrested at his house and violently beaten 
and interrogated by his captors. The next day, his picture is 
taken for his prisoner card.

“A staggering testimony”
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Livres Hebdo

From the press:



On his way to the court hearings, he managed to discreetly take 
his picture in the reflection of a car window. His trial has already 
started and his guard is paying less attention.

While under house arrest in Irkoutsk, Yoann Barbereau 
can observe from his balcony cars filled with FSB agents. 
They stay for hours in front of the building, keeping him  
under surveillance.
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“Nerve-recking and terrifying”
Le Monde



DISCOVER THE TRUE STORY OF YOANN BARBEREAU  
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KOMPROMAT sample material translated by Morag Young 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction: Baikal Syndrome 

 

 

 

 

There’s a folksong which is famous throughout Russia. The 

words express the thoughts of a fugitive. He has dodged bullets 

and evaded wild animals in the forest. He’s sailing across a 

spectacular lake using a barrel as a boat. The beginning of the 

song resembles a pagan devotion: 

“Oh glorious sea, oh sacred Baikal!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
KOMPROMAT sample material translated by Morag Young 

Hang on, some words are pushing their way into my convict’s 

head. 

 

A voice is saying: 

“He doesn’t realise that anyone who hasn’t felt the ice on his 

skin isn’t a real man yet.” 

 

That old cliché can come across as a little cold and 

uncompromising; sententious even. But that day, coming from 

Alexandre, it was accurate. It rang true. We were on the edge of 

the lake in a hut which looked like it had come straight out of 

the movies. The temperature outside was -41°C. The heat from 

the wood burner was too much. I was soaked in sweat. 

 

I was in good shape. Viktor gave me a drop of vodka in a silver 

goblet of which he was extremely proud. Alexandre gave it a 

miss. So there was the hut, some logs sensibly piled up near the 

wood burner, a few sparks, the smell of wood and fish, the little 

goblets and the window to which our eyes were inextricably 

drawn. Caught between the cliffs, the forest and the frozen lake, 

we were tasting some kind of happiness in the middle of 

nowhere – no roads and no living soul less than 10 hours’ walk 

away. Ice came into the conversation, I remember. Alexandre’s 

face was crimson but the words coming out of his salt-and-
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pepper beard were crystal clear. I hear them from the depths of 

my jail. 

 

“Experiencing the ice is a personal challenge. It tests what a man 

knows about his very existence.” 

 

We were ready. We swallowed the last pieces of smoked fish 

and headed for the lake. Three determined muzhiks on the ice 

of Baikal. The sky was an unequivocal blue and the light was just 

right. It all contributed to making our expedition somewhat 

theatrical. The little silver goblets played their part too, no 

doubt. 

 

Above all, there was the lake. 

 

When there’s enough humidity and temperatures are very low, 

a powder of diamonds seems to appear in the Siberian air. The 

water vapour which surrounds us, and which is invisible 

normally, turns into an infinity of ice crystals. The world 

sparkles. Something opens up and want to encircle us. 

 

Sometimes, your tongue crystallises too. Let’s call it the Baikal 

Syndrome. Words evaporate and, little by little, freeze like ice. 

The phenomenon can be observed anywhere at any time. That’s 

what gives it its very sophistication. The ice is there at all 
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latitudes. We can choose to dig or avoid it but one day we are 

all just the playthings of the Baikal. I want to believe it. 

 

We were walking on the lake. Our bodies, shaken by candid 

jokes and the sound of a drum given to me by a shaman friend, 

were at its mercy. We were dancing. Holding the traditional 

instrument (goatskin sewn onto a larch wood frame) in my left 

hand, I hit it with a wolf-pelt carpet beater held in my right-

hand. Close to the bank we could make out the stony bottom of 

the lake maybe ten or twenty metres below our feet. Then the 

ice lost its miraculous transparency, the reflection became 

cloudy and soon there was nothing but an interlacing of cracks 

over darkness with columns of motionless white bubbles here 

and there. Sometimes we heard muffled explosions; voracious 

and malicious rumblings. They reminded us that just beneath us 

was a large uncompromising mass of water which might 

become irritated by our gesticulations. 

 

“The world’s biggest ice rink!”, cried Viktor, sliding along on one 

foot. An ice rink as big as Belgium, I’d read somewhere.  

 

We were more or less alone, far from the chatter of the world. 

We finally reached the hole. Viktor had dug it that very morning 

using a chainsaw. On a whim, he had chosen to do it more than 

a kilometre from the bank. And for beauty, for the soul, for 
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tradition, he had carved an orthodox cross into the ice. It was 

right there close to the hole. 

 

When words were on the point of being taken hostage by the 

ice and when, at the same moment, I saw the shimmering of an 

infinity of ice crystals in the air; when I noticed that a halo, even, 

yes, a clear aureole seemed to have formed around the faces of 

my acolytes, I understood. This place was giving us its consent. 

The lake was granting us sanctity. It might swallow us a moment 

later but, for now, the performers could take their place on the 

icon. That was what the few words rippling on the surface 

before the great silence of ice were saying. We’re all basically 

mad. 

 

It was 19th January. 

 

As they do every year across Russia, people were celebrating 

the baptism of Christ in the River Jordan: they conscientiously 

broke the ice covering rivers and lakes and submerged their 

bodies in the water three times to purify themselves. They 

believed they would be reborn fully cleansed. For years, barely 

audible religious authorities had warned that this was complete 

rubbish, heresy, paganism or, at worst, devilry. But the priests 

blessed the waters willingly. They could be seen hurrying to the 

edge of the holes alongside paramedics and organisers. Some 
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people condemned it but they didn’t labour the point. The 

Church fed doubt and visionaries fiercely defended the 

tradition. Other, more athletic types kept it going just for the 

fun of it and together they were so successful that, in the 

impossibly tangled crowd of non-believers, acrobats, athletes 

and believers, no one could tell if, by jumping in, they were the 

most orthodox of the orthodox or the biggest pagan pig. It 

worked very well. 

 

We were taking part in the festival in our own way, far from the 

crowd. Viktor became serious, almost official. He undressed. He 

made the sign of the cross. “Let’s go slowly and guys, be careful 

not to slip under the ice. It’s tough to find your way out if you 

do...”. He got into the water. His mouth lost all its shape. He 

looked stunned. He submerged himself three times and crossed 

himself. “Get out now!”, shouted Alexandre. “Don’t be an idiot! 

In water like that your life expectancy can be counted in 

minutes.” Viktor hauled himself out of the water. “You always 

exaggerate, people don’t die that quickly. I don’t.” Alexandre: 

“Your fingers would fall off in under ten minutes.” A doctor I 

asked once thought that the strongest could hope to survive an 

hour at most. 
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Alexandre undressed and jumped in. He looked stunned. He got 

out. He cried, saw an eastern imperial eagle in the sky which 

was impossible in this season. We told him so. But he saw it. My 

turn came. I imitated my acolytes. Water at 0°C is just the first 

stage, an introduction. The real experience comes when you get 

out of the hole. The little thermometer Viktor used to carry 

around everywhere now showed -44°C. 

 

Cold and ice are two different worlds. Viktor was inexhaustible 

on this subject. He had his theory. Simply put, ice is ferocious, 

cruel and extreme. Admittedly, there is a moderate ice, the one 

of which most of humanity is aware. But it all really begins at -

12°C. At that stage you’re talking about significant ice. At -25°C 

the ice becomes strong. You can feel the ice crystals playing in 

your nostrils. At around -35°C it’s referred to as severe or cruel. 

It drives you crazy and burns your skin. Extreme means -44°C 

and with that comes a whole new way of breathing. 

 

-44°C. I get out of the hole. 

 

In the space of a moment, I feel ice crystals forming on my 

shoulders. My feet and toes are like rocks, barely connected to 

the rest of my body. At the corners of my eyes, tears perpetually 

hesitate, solidify and liquefy back and forth. My fingers are 

paralysed. Blood retreats to my vital organs. I am unable to get 
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dressed. Trousers and socks slip through my fingers. The scene 

is comic and beautiful. I call Alexandre for help. Adrenaline is 

rushing through me. Heat is returning. I don’t know where the 

words have gone. In the ice, at the bottom of the lake or 

somewhere else. Never mind. Who cares about my ridiculous 

waffle. Our return is a stampede. The light is good, laughter is a 

grace, our joy slides on the frozen lake. 

 

The world was simple. Before me was that warm little bit of 

humanity which can break your heart. 

 

That’s why I had come to Siberia. I believed it. 
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[…] 

 

Three weeks later. It was 11th February, a Wednesday. A perfect 

winter sun. -20°C. The weather was more clement again. It was 

9 o’clock. I’d come back to town. Diane, five, was fishing the 

little bubbles which were floating in a bowl of milk. She gestured 

eating something and held out her spoon. 

 

“Do you want to taste my cereal, Papa? It’s really, really 

good...”. 

 

We were waiting for Margot who was on her way back from 

Paris, seven thousand kilometres from here. 

 

An enormous cat was sprawled on the couch like a sultan or a 

concubine. He was called Behemoth and was simpering and 

playing with his excessive whiskers while laughing openly at my 

getup. It’s what I used to wear at night – and that morning. A 

red t-shirt given to me by a friend who loved heraldry. In the 

middle it had a very good drawing of an armed two-headed 

creature with black feathers, a beakful of food and a golden 

crown. On the left, the head of an eagle could be made out and 

on the right a cockerel with a gladiator sword held in one foot. 

The other held a sceptre which could also be a penholder. The 
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figure did not represent any known empire. I liked this 

meaningless emblem. 

 

Coats of arms have a comical power for those who pay 

attention. From side-on, the eagle and the cockerel were each 

regurgitating an unlikely looking tongue. Their heads were 

showing off on a single body revealing its muscles, claws and 

toys. The crown made a ridiculous hat, it was awkward. And 

suddenly you saw that the double-headed beast was in obvious 

distress. Its feet were stiff. It looked like it was being tortured, 

paralysed maybe or being electrocuted. Above all, it looked like 

a bird about to be plucked. 

 

When Margot arrived in a taxi I quickly pulled on my boots and 

a chapka (one flap up, the other pulled down), and hurtled 

downstairs dressed in tracksuit bottoms with the crazy bird still 

on my chest. I looked like an outrageous hero from a Soviet 

comedy. When I saw my reflection in the mirror I told myself 

that Behemoth’s mockery was indeed well-founded. 

 

I opened the door of the car and barely kissed Margot hello. I 

took two heavy suitcases out of the boot and then began to 

head upstairs again immediately. I was out of breath by the 4th 

floor. I opened the door. Diane was humming. I put the two 

suitcases in the hall. Once there, I told myself that really despite 
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my unusual appearance, despite the cold outside and the 

coldness between us, I told myself that I really was a fool. I 

should have hugged her. Really. Yes, I’ll take her in my arms I 

dreamed, maybe murmured, dropping the suitcases. 

She calls me. Her voice is strange. 

 

Your voice was strange, Margot. 

 

I go back. Two men face me. I don’t understand. I block their 

way. Diane is behind me. They grab me and push me violently 

outside the apartment. 

 

“Papa!...Pa...”. 

 

Within a few seconds I am in the corridor, flat against a wall, 

handcuffed with my hands behind me. I turn my head. Eight or 

maybe ten men are there, some of them wearing balaclavas. 

One of them is filming the scene. It will be shown on a local 

channel a few days later. Curiously, after viewing the images no 

one will comment on the incensed cat weaving in and out of a 

forest of legs, a cat as fat as a pig, extravagantly and 

simultaneously apologising and insulting. 

 

I ask: “Who are you?”. A hoarse voice replies: “That’s not 

important.” Another voice, with satisfaction: “Are you afraid?”. 
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Me: “Yes. Of course. Who are you?”. The voice: “We’ll get to that 

later.” 

 

Someone brings me my jacket. They take off the handcuffs. 

They crush me against the wall. They take hold of my arms. I’m 

a puppet on the end of a string. I’m manhandled. I’m dressed. A 

black cloth bag is passed from hand to hand and ends up on my 

head. The handcuffs are attached to my wrists. I’m led down the 

stairs blindly, held so strongly I’m nearly lifted up on each side 

by powerful arms. They make me get in what I suppose is a small 

truck. The step is high. 

 

I can’t catch my breath. Silence is the best option. The only 

option really. I find it hard to breath normally through the cloth. 

I try to understand. Have I been kidnapped by a mafia group? 

Arrested by the police? None of them was wearing a uniform. 

 

It’s a mistake...it’ll all be cleared up! 

 

I haven’t been able to pick up on anything in particular. Not the 

slightest sign. The masked ones maybe looked like members of 

the special forces...I’m rambling. The special forces...Why me?! 

Why? Me?? It’s ridiculous. 
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What the hell was I doing in this mess? Were they taking me out 

to the forest for a little exercise in intimidation? To execute me? 

But why? In the name of which obsolete religion? On behalf of 

which higher interests? Or it could be a kidnapping...are they 

going to demand a ransom? Unlikely. How did I screw up? Yes, I 

must have screwed up, I’ve really fucked up...that’s certain. 

What an idiot, what an absolute bloody idiot! But what did I do? 

Who could I have offended recently?..No one...a politician? Of 

course not. Maybe....I don’t understand. 

 

It’s a mistake...it’ll all be cleared up! 

 

What a bloody mess!...And what about Diane? Diane, Diane... 

Shit. Concentrate. And Behemoth? Maybe he followed me. He’s 

probably here in the van. I don’t sense him. 

 

Why? I must have screwed up somewhere. But when, where? 

And Margot, Margot...Why didn’t I notice you Margot when 

they threw me outside? You were behind me, you were 

following me...where were you Margot? What’s going on? What 

a bloody idiot, what a stupid fool...what did I do to catch the 

attention of bastards like this? Organised bastards... 
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III 

 

 

Entering the world 

 

 

 

 

I’d heard this Russian proverb before but I never thought it 

would apply to me: 

“Don’t say that you will never wear the beggar’s bag nor go to 

prison.” 
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“I could have been a millionaire. With a swimming pool and a 

sea view. But I’m in deep shit so fuck you!” 

 (Je vous emmerde, Philippe Katerine) 

 

Strange how the words of that old song have started running 

through my mind. 

 

It’s a long journey. I try to keep track of time. We’ve been 

travelling for thirty minutes already – at least I think so. The 

vehicle stops. I’ve been calm so far, like I’m sleepwalking. I 

understand that this is going to be a long day. It’s probably a 

good idea to stay relaxed. That’s what I tell myself. I’m focused. 

 

I return to my internal fortress.  

 

I cross what I guess is a car park. I’m pushed into a building with 

two successive doors. I climb three floors. I’m shoved into a 

chair. The interrogation begins. I’m still blind and the handcuffs 

are digging into my wrists. I realise that we’re in a dark little 

room. A gate slowly creaks. A deep voice orders me to confess. 

I answer evasively, bleating like a lamb, which doesn’t have any 

effect. And then I make it worse for myself: I claim that I don’t 

speak Russian. The blows rain down, of course. 
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I promise to cooperate to try to calm these animals down a little. 

But what could I confess to? They’ll have to help me...more 

orders. Another beating. 

 

I’m feeling pleased with myself. I tell myself that I’m holding up 

pretty well. Then my poor abused brain is shaken. They hit me 

in on the side of the head. It’s torment. My head feels like it’s 

going to explode under the blows which are intensifying. I nearly 

pass out. Finally, I vomit up some bile. 

 

I’m in deep shit so fuck you. 

 

They leave me to stew. Then they return to the fray. They settle 

into a rhythm. The game lasts several hours. I’m receiving the 

standard punishment, I imagine. The treatment cops and spies 

administer to their charges, knowing they are free to pound 

away at them. They strike but within the rules, i.e. without 

leaving a trace – or at least nothing too obvious. 

 

They know what to do. They’re preparing me. That’s what I 

understand from the depths of the sleepwalking state in which 

I am comfortably established. They’re working. They’re trying to 

crush my willpower, I tell myself. That’s the way it goes. 

 

And they get bored. Or rather, they move on. 
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The black bag is removed from my head. I can see again. They 

show me pictures. I recognise some of them. They belong to me. 

My eyes take time to adapt to the light. I’m completely stunned. 

The guys in front of me are ridiculously comical. A giant is 

laughing and dripping with sweat. I recognise his voice. He was 

the one asking the questions. He looks at me scornfully and 

alters his smile to suit my position as an insignificant puppet. His 

left eye is very black and the right is green - honestly. His wide 

mouth reveals a few gold teeth. A second, stupid-looking guy is 

taking notes and shouting (that’s his role) behind really small 

round glasses. He must be well over six foot. His shoulders are 

exaggeratedly narrow. My eye lingers on a drop of saliva shining 

in the corner of his lips – loud lips which are constantly moving 

and make him look like a grouper fish. The third man is next to 

me. Under the balaclava I note a cruel face and greedy eyes 

focusing on their prey. The beast is excited – that was the one 

throwing the punches obviously. 

 

They are finally kind enough to give me some clues. They think 

I’m a paedophile. 

 

Paedophile. 
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Suddenly everything is moving very fast. I protest which is 

pointless. That’s understood. A long humiliation begins. I only 

grasp scraps: “...child pornography...European 

perversion...Director, yeah right!...in your interests to 

cooperate...wisdom...”. 

 

The beanpole happily turns over the pages of a criminal code: 

“...circulation of pornographic material...juveniles under 

14...with use of mass media...rejecting society and disdaining 

universally accepted moral standards...ten years’, fifteen years’ 

imprisonment...”. 

 

This scene is beyond my wildest nightmares. I argue. I defend 

myself. They take it one step further. They suspect I may have 

raped by daughter. “Did you take this photo where she’s 

naked?”, asks the chubby beast with particular emphasis. “You 

must speak now. If you sign a couple of things, it can all be 

sorted out.” 

 

He who falls now abandons all common sense. 

 

There was no doubt about it. They wanted my head. Everything 

was allowed. Someone determined was behind this heavy-

handed yet polished scene. This wasn’t about intimidation. This 

wasn’t a racket. There was no going back, that was obvious. This 
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was coming from on high. They were a law unto themselves. 

They would get me. 

 

They’d got me. 



Foreign rights contacts:

Maÿlis Vauterin: mvauterin@editions-stock.fr
Thomas Guillaume: tguillaume@editions-stock.fr
Alix Orhon: aorhon@editions-stock.fr

Born in 1978, Yoann Barbereau worked in Russia 
for over ten years.

To escape Siberia’s prisons, he used every modern 
method available, outmanoeuvring the signals from 
his electronic tag and travelling hundreds of kilometres 
across Siberia using the carpool app BlaBlaCar and 
then on foot.

A film freely based on his story will be brought to the 
big screen by Jérôme Salle, the director of Zulu which 
was distributed internationally.

Midnight Express in Siberia.
A gripping contemporary story of escape.

“

”

The scene unfolds not far from Lake Baikal, where I live 
and love and am lucky enough to be loved, in Irkutsk, the 
capital of eastern Siberia. It’s morning, men in balaclavas 
appear out of nowhere. My daughter screams. She’s five 
years old. I’m arrested right in front of her, then beaten 
– expertly – and interrogated. Worst of all I’m branded 
with that ignominious word I struggle to commit to paper: 
paedophile. These men hidden behind balaclavas and sha-
dows want my skin. They have set in motion an implacable 
and brutish process of destruction that has a name, a name 
I know, invented by the KGB: Kompromat.

“A gripping tale”
L’Obs


